Laterals
Cane mounted, Multi-Axis Thoracic Support
A development of the original V-Trak Lateral hardware, this new lateral is
an addition to the range. This cane mounted lateral is a cost effective
solution designed for the user, engineer and therapist. It provides fully
adjustable lateral support with a wide range of formable pads that can
be adjusted and rotated. This system helps reduce point pressure and
delivers optimum contact comfort, function and clinical outcomes.

CANE MOUNTED – ADAPTABILITY- Mounting the Lateral is easy and uses
the V-Trak mounting block that has been used by rehabilitation
engineers in the field for 10 years. The mounts as standard is
compatible with cane sizes - 1”- 7/8”- 3/4” inches (19/22/25 mm) and
other mounting options are available for awkward cane profiles and
sizes.

MOVEMENT –The cane mounted lateral allows for fully lockable
adjustment and movement. Offset and Rotation - using a precision
5/8th” ball joint at the pad for positioning and contact. This means
lateral positioning isn’t limited by the backrest and/or cane position and
provides a wide range of movement for convenient and precise
positioning.

PADS – These are formable laser cut pads. The pads can be simply
formed to the users shape and are available in different materials so you
can provide the best contact surface for your client. This reduces
pressure, temperature while increasing comfort.
MULTI AXIS BALL JOINT - The pad as standard allows for full rotation and
adjustment at point of contact, much like how your hands would support
laterally. This provides full optimum contact comfort, forming and
adjusting to the users’ body.

QUICK RELEASE / SWING AWAY – Making use of the release button the
hardware is retained on the mounting block and can simply swing away
for easy transfer of the user. The location holes allow for simple return
and do not reset the optimum position prescribed initially.

Cane mounted laterals

Simple Quick release

Controlled Swing away

Multi axis ball joint with 360 ° rotation for optimum surface contact

Lateral Pads & Dimensions
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Simple adjustment

Formable pads

Hardware Dimensions

CANE MOUNTED LATERAL SUPPORTS (HARDWARE) - Multi adjutable ball head pad and quick release / swing away as standard - 19mm-25mm
PRODUCT CODE
DESCRIPTION
TSCM LH
Cane mounted Lateral Thoracic Support - Quick release and swing away hardware - Left hand
TSCM RH
Cane mounted Lateral Thoracic Support - Quick release and swing away hardware- Right hand
Cane mounted Single Anterior Thoracic Support - can be used on left or right side
TSACM U
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